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Disclaimer

"eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and digital assets, as well as trading CFDs.

Please note that CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 67% of retail investor 
accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work, and whether you 

can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

This is a marketing communication and should not be taken as investment advice, personal recommendation, or an offer of, or solicitation to buy or sell, 
any financial instruments. This material has been prepared without taking into account any particular recipient’s investment objectives or financial 
situation, and has not been prepared in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements to promote independent research. Any references to past 
or future performance of a financial instrument, index or a packaged investment product are not, and should not be taken as, a reliable indicator of future 
results. eToro makes no representation and assumes no liability as to the accuracy or completeness of the content of this publication, which has been 
prepared utilising publicly available information."
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eToro’s Retail Investor Beat: Investors sitting tight  

eToro’s global retail investor Beat survey. 8,500 investors in 12 
countries, answering 26 questions

❏ Retail investor numbers growing, and amounts invested at record
❏ 54% of DIY investors are ‘not confident’ the outlook for the global 

economy. Inflation is by far top concern. 47% believe it is the 
biggest threat to their investments (up from 41% last quarter)

❏ Investors are resilient, with majority (56%) making no portfolio 
changes, and similar numbers (net 23%) planning to invest more

Other highlights: thematic investing boom and high crypto adoption

❏ Thematic investing growth focus with 80% of retail investors 
considering it. Cleantech theme is the most popular

❏ Crypto asset adoption grows (26% own). Now 3rd most owned 
after equities and bonds, and well ahead of commodities and FX

The future is young and female, and they are different

❏ Survey results highlight the rise of both 1) young and 2) female 
investors, and the multi-faceted 3) crypto asset investor

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Why retail matters: record equity ownership and growth

Retail investors are more important than ever

US household equity ownership is at its highest ever

❏ US households had a record 29% of their total assets in 
equities, and 41% of their financial assets (Latest, Q3 2021), driven 
both by market gains and new investors. See slides on the future 
is young and female. 47% and 24% respectively new to investing

❏ Reflected in growth of online trading platforms, such as ourselves

Recent growth supported by multiple trends

❏ Structural investment changes with online community growth, 
introduction of free trading and fractional ownership 

❏ Impact of continued <2% lower-for-longer long term bond yields. 
TINA = There Is No Alternative (to investing in equities)

❏ Strong household finances. US households hold estimated $2.5 
trillion ‘excess’ savings after decade-long debt reduction, rising 
housing and equity prices, and government stimulus cheques

23% of investors expect to invest more in future. 55% about the same

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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What invest in: equities and US…but over-invested locally

Well diversified across asset classes

❏ 53% invest in domestic equities, and 28% domestic bonds

US leads equity preferences, followed by Europe and China

❏ UK remains the most out-of-favour of major markets

Domestic equity ‘home bias’ is high. Are investors diversified enough?

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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What invest in: tech leads, but energy, real estate stand out

Technology leads equity sector preferences

❏ 37% of investors favour technology sector investments, followed 
by 34% focused on healthcare

❏ Energy and Real Estate (Inflation-proxies) are the most 
popular relative to their very small weights in global equities. They 
are the 3rd and 4th favoured sectors overall

❏ By contrast Consumer Discretionary is the most out-of-favour 
versus their index weighting - the home of Tesla and Amazon

Investors plan to add to Healthcare and reduce Real Estate

❏ Traditionally defensive Healthcare sector saw the greatest 
planned investor increase (+3pp). Is the cheapest of ‘defensives’

❏ Whilst the very strong 2021 performer ‘bond proxy’ Real Estate 
saw the largest planned decrease (-2pp)

The Technology focus varies a lot by country

❏ Czecn and German investors are the most cautious on the 
technology sector, with 30-33% invested

❏ Romanian and Italian investors are the most positive, at 43%

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

CD=Consumer Discretionary, CS=Consumer Staples, ID=Industrials, UT=Utilities, MT=Materials, CO=Communications, FN=Financials, RE=Real Estate, 
EN=Energy, HC=Healthcare, IT=Information Technology. * MSCI All Country World Index sector weights

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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What invest in: crypto very widely held, with big positions 

Crypto assets are widely held, by 26% of investors. Up 2pp from Q3

❏ More own crypto than bigger and more established asset classes

Those who own crypto, own a lot. An average 26% of total portfolio

❏ 7% those owning are ‘true believers’ with 80%+ assets invested in

‘Don’t know’ remains the most popular crypto coin

❏ Bitcoin is the most popular coin, but more education is needed 

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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What invest in: thematic investing outlook strong 

Thematic investing is popular. 79% of investors are considering it

❏ Compares to <5% of mutual fund assets under management today
❏ See eToro thematic Smart Portfolios. From EV’s to vaccines

‘Clean tech’ themes most popular, followed by digital transformation

❏ ‘Robotics & automation’ see’s strongest decline (-6pp since Q2)

Thematic investment is most popular in eastern europe

❏ Denmark and UK are more cautious

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/discover/smartportfolios
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Retail concerns: inflation the biggest, and rising, risk

Inflation is the greatest investor concern, and rising

❏ 84% feel secure in their job, but only 46% in the global economy
❏ Fear of higher taxes has fallen

Despite risk environment most investors comfortable with allocations

❏ Only 44% re-allocated portfolios, adding diversification or quality

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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How retail invests 1: time investing, and how invest

Investors are relatively experienced

❏ 51% investors been directing own investments for over five years 
❏ 24% of investors have been investing for under two years
❏ Greatest percentage of ‘new’ investors is in eastern europe

Only 6% of investors are trading daily

❏ 26% do not trade even once a year

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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How retail invests 2: information sources, and what look for 

Investors use a wide range of research sources to reach decisions

❏ Top sources were newsmedia, friends & family, and google

Social media and online site usage led by the young

❏ 60% younger investors now use social media for research

Investors looking for investment ideas, reassurance, and education

❏ But less likely for opposing views

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Trend 1: the future is young 

The future is young

❏ Investors are starting earlier, and planning to invest more. This 
gives a greater chance of building significant capital in the long 
term. 47% of those aged 18-34 have been investing for two years 
or less 

❏ A net 38% of 18-34’s plan to invest more. The most of any age 
group

They own a broader mix of generally higher risk assets

❏ Allocations are generally higher risk, given the greater time to 
retirement. They are also more broadly diversified across 
different assets. 49% own crypto assets. 37% meme stocks. 35% 
domestic equities. 41% are bullish the technology sector

They also invest differently from older cohorts

❏ 60% invest using an online platform
❏ 60% do their research on social media
❏ 12% trade in their portfolio daily
❏ ESG is more important to them

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Trend 2: the future is female 

Rise of the female investor is under-appreciated

❏ Female investors are growing quickly. 24% are new to investing 
vs 21% men. Women already dominate family financial decisions, 
and this is now spreading to investment decisions

❏ Two-thirds of women now invest outside of their retirement 
accounts (Fidelity) and $30 trillion asset to shift to women by 
end of decade (McKinsey)

Women invest differently

Studies show women are better savers and generate investment returns.

❏ Trade less frequently and look longer term. Only 4% trade or 
view portfolio daily. Are less concerned about near term 
corrections. 

❏ Have a lower risk appetite. More cautious on market outlook, 
key sectors such as technology or more volatile assets like crypto

❏ Exhibit less confidence. Greater proportion not confident in there 
investments, and more unsure about the assets to invest in. 

❏ Have different priorities. Prioritise education over investment 
ideas. More focused on company ESG characteristics

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Trend 3: anatomy of the crypto investor 

Crypto investors educating themselves. More regulation a positive

❏ Diverse reasons for investing, from big returns, to ‘true believe’ in 
the transformative technology, store of value, and inflation hedge

❏ Most are doing in-depth research - led by US and Romania - and 
leveraging the community to educate themselves before investing. 

❏ <20% are speculating. Is as high among 18-34 as 55+age groups
❏ Main reasons not to invest are a lack of knowledge on crypto, the 

high price volatility, and the current lack of regulation

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Survey: the Q4 survey details

8,500 self-directed investors in 12 countries, answering 25 questions

Interviews: 1,000 investors US, UK, Australia, Germany, France. 500 in others

Countries: US, UK, Australia, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Netherlands, 
Denmark,  Poland, Romania, Czech Republic

Field Dates:  30th November - 14th December, 2021

Company: Opinium

Source: etoro on Opinium survey data. *Unemployed, Student, Other

Past performance is not an indication of future results.


